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This paper is concerned with Toeplitz matrices generated by symbols of the form 
R 
a(t)= n It-t I’“,(-t)“,b(t) r I, (IfI = 1 h 
r=l 
where t, ,..., t, are pairwise distinct points on the unit circle, b is sufficiently smooth, 
b(t) #O (ItI = l), and ind b =O, (- t)t is defined as exp{ij, arg( - t/f,)} with 
larg( - f/f,)1 < B, and CL,, 8, are complex numbers satisfying 1Re a,1 < f, 1Re j3,l < f, 
Weighted Hardy spaces L:(p,) and L:(pz) are defined such that the Toeplitz 
operator T(a): L:(p,) + L: (pZ) is bounded and invertible and that the finite sec- 
tion method is applicable to T(a) considered as acting from P+(p,) onto L:(p,). 
These results are then applied to prove a conjecture of Fisher and Hartwig (Ado. in 
Chem. Phys. 15 (1968), 333-353) which asserts that the determinants of the n x n 
sections of T(a) are asymptotically equal to G(b)“nqE(a) (n + a~), where 
q = x (af - fi,2) and G(b), E(a) are certain nonzero constants. Under quite general 
conditions on the smoothness of b, these constants are completely identified. 
0 1985 Acadennc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical Szegii limit theorem and its various generalizations (cf. 
[25, 81) describe the asymptotic behavior of the Toeplitz determinants 
D,(a) = det(uj-k);k,o as n + co for the case where the 0,‘s are the Fourier 
coefficients of a function a (in this context usually referred to as the sym- 
bol) defined on the unit circle U and satisfying the following conditions: a 
is sufficiently smooth (say Holder continuous with an exponent greater 
than t), a does not vanish on T, and a has winding number zero, that is, 
ind a = 0. In that case 
D,(u)-G(u)“+’ E(u) (n+ a), 
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where 
G(a) = exp(log a),, E(a) = exp f k(log LJ)~ (log a)Lk 
k=l 
with (log a), being the nth Fourier coefficient of log a. 
However, in a series of applications one is concerned with symbols essen- 
tially violating the above conditions, that is, with symbols having zeros, 
poles, or discontinuities. This set of problems was systematically analysized 
by Fisher and Hartwig [ 1 l] for the first time. They realized that many 
“singular” symbols occuring in several applications are special represen- 
tatives of a certain quite general class. The functions of this class are of the 
form 
u(t)= fi 1 -f zx’(-t)fb(t) I I (ItI = 11, (1.1) r=l i- 
where 
(i) b is sufficiently smooth, b(t) # 0 for t E T, and ind b = 0; 
(ii) tl,..., t, are pairwise distinct points on T; 
(iii) -f< Re cc,; 
(iv) -t<Re/I, <t, and (- t)f is defined as 
f-wW w( -t/t,)) with larg( - t/t,)1 < n. 
Note that 
and that 11 - t/t,1 2Re’r has a zero (Re cr,>O) or a pole (Re a,<O) at t = t,, 
while 11 - t/t,1 2i1mar has a discontinuity of oscillating type at t = t, unless 
Im LX, = 0. For /I, # 0, the function ( - t)t has exactly one discontinuity on 
U, namely a jump at t = t,. Thus the function c(t) := b(t) l-If=, (- t)t has 
at most R jumps on T and c( t, - O)/c( t, + 0) = exp(2ni/?,). 
Due to the factorizations 
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the function (1.1) admits a representation as 
where y, = ~1, + p,, 6, = ~1, - p, and 
(v) (1 - f/t,)Yf denotes the limit on the unit circle of that branch of 
the function which is analytic in ItI < 1 and takes the value 1 at t = 0; the 
term (1 - tr/t)6r is defined similarly. 
Using heuristic arguments, considering some special cases, and keeping 
in mind the physical background, Fisher and Hartwig arrived at the 
following conjecture [ 111: 
For symbols of the form ( 1.1) satisfying (i)(iv) one has, as n --f co, 
D,(a)wG(b)“+’ n+(b; t ,,..., t,; u1 ,..., cl,; fl, ,..., /?,J, 
where G(b) = exp(log b),, E(. .) is some nonzero constant, and 
(1.3) 
q=(c+p:)+ ... +(a’,-fl;)=y,S,+ ... +yRh/(. 
This conjecture has attracted many people for about 15 years. The 
investigations, motivated by different reasons and based on different 
methods, resulted in a confirmation of the conjecture for some values of the 
ol,‘s and fi:s. 
Fisher and Hartwig themselves ucceeded in the case b(t) = 1, R = 1, 
c(, = 0 by computing D,[( - t)?;] explicitly [ 111. A further special case was 
considered by Lenard who verified (1.3) for b(t)- 1, R=2, t, = 1, t,= -1, 
pr=O, a,> -4 [16]. 
The first general result goes back to Widom [24]. He proved that (1.3) 
is true if /3, = 0 for all r and determined the constant E(. . .) for this case. 
This result was then generalized by Basor to the case where only Re pr = 0 
is required [l]. Moreover, Widom also verified (1.3) with R= 1, c1r, /?r 
real, ICI,/, l/I,1 <$, but did not determine the constant I?(...) [24]. 
One of the authors succeeded in confirming (1.3) if either a, = /3, for all r 
or c(, = -/I, for all r (equivalently, either 6, = 0 for all r or yr = 0 for all r in 
(1.2)) [ 19). Moreover, in this case (1.3) even holds if Re y,>, 1 (resp. 
Re 6,~ 1); note that then the symbol (1.2) cannot be written in the form 
(1.1) with -i<Reflr<<. 
The conjecture (1.3) is, in general, no longer true if CI, + jr (equivalently, 
y,, 6, in (1.2)) are nonnegative integers. This is seen by an explicit 
examination of some simple examples (e.g., a(t) = (1 + t)( 1 - l/t)) and has 
already been observed in [ 111. The asymptotic behavior of D,(a) for this 
case was studied in the authors’ paper [7]. 
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The class of all functions (1.1) with c(, = 0 and - $ < Re PI < 1 is of special 
interest, since it coincides with the class of all piecewise continuous symbols 
having only finitely many jumps and generating invertible Toeplitz 
operators on H2(U). For this case the conjecture (1.3) was confirmed by 
Basor for the first time [2]. Independently, the same result was obtained 
by one of the authors [6] and for the case of only one discontinuity also 
by Blecher [5]. In this connection see also [4]. 
The methods of [2 and 61 coincide: both are based on a special 
separation technique. This indicates that a natural approach to the 
problem was found and suggests a further development of these ideas. Such 
an attempt has been made by Basor and Helton [3], who used 
HP-techniques (pf2). However, the results they obtained make suspect 
that this way might hardly be the natural one. Another way was proposed 
by the authors in [S]. There we exploited techniques working with 
weighted H2-spaces, and this approach was powerful enough to prove (1.3) 
for a, real, -t < tl, < 4, - f < Re pr < +, and (but) arbr = 0 for each r. 
We emphasize the view that the problem of confirming (1.3) for the 
general case splits into two parts: the verification of (1.3) for the “basic 
case” - 4 < Re LX, < t on the one hand, and the “lifting problem,” i.e., the 
extension of the result to Re c1,3 t, on the other hand. In the present paper 
we prove (1.3) for the “basic case,” that is, we replace (iii) by 
(vi) -f<Recc,<f. 
The difficulties arising in connection with the “lifting problem” rest on 
the fact that (1.3) is, in general, not true if a, + p,. are integers [7]. Note 
that the restriction (vi) was removed for the case where Re /3, = 0 for all r 
[24, 11 and that it does not appear in the two cases where either 
Rey,> -1and6,=Oforallr,orRe6,> -1 andy,=Oforallr [19], but 
notice also that in these situations (1.3) remains true if ~1, k b, are integral. 
Furthermore, it can be shown that as n + cc, 
for any complex ~1, p such that - f < Re ~1, -f < Re B < t, and with b sub- 
ject to (i). Here we shall prove this for b(t) E 1; a proof for general b will be 
published elsewhere. 
The material of the present paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2 we 
compute the determinants D,,(o,), where 
w,(t)= l-4 2Z’(-f)t 
I I 
(I4 = 1). 
r 
While this calculation is for the most part of “algebraic” in nature, the 
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arguments of the following sections are mainly of functional analytic 
character. 
In Section 3 we define pairs of Hilbert spaces such that a Toeplitz 
operator with a symbol of type w,w,+ i ... w,b is bounded and invertible 
on them. The finite section method for these operators on the just men- 
tioned pairs of Hilbert spaces is then studied in Sections 4 and 5. Section 4 
contains some basic ideas from the general ocal theory of the finite section 
method, which are then applied to the problem under consideration. In this 
way the problem can be reduced to the investigation of certain “local 
representatives.” These are the concern of the whole Section 5. 
Finally, in Section 6 we show that for r = l,..., R (uR+ , := 1) the finite 
limits 
lim Dn(mrur+ I . . . o,b) 
n - = D,(o,) Dn(u,+ , . . w,b) 
(1.4) 
exist, and we compute them. To do this, we represent he quotient in (1.4) 
as a product of determinants of the form det(Z+A;‘P,K) with certain 
operators K and A; ‘P,, thought of as acting on appropriately chosen 
Hilbert spaces. The operator K can be shown to be of trace class, the 
results proved in the Sections 4 and 5 can be used to show that A;‘P, 
converges strongly, and so we get the existence of the limits (1.4). This 
combined with the classical Szego limit theorem for D,,(b) and the formulas 
obtained in Section 2 for D,(w,) proves (1.3). 
2. THE DETERMINANTS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL SINGULARITY 
At long last, any attempt o prove (1.3) runs into the investigation of the 
Toeplitz determinants generated by the individual singularity, that is, 
D,(o) with 
(recall (1.2)). As already stated in the Introduction, Fisher and Hartwig 
were able to compute D,(o) explicitly if y + 6 = 0. In view of the fact that 
the problem of finding the behavior of D,(w) for arbitrary y, 6 satisfying 
Re(y + 6) > -1 has been well known for a long time, it is fairly surprising 
that in the general case D,(o) can be determined by a direct calculation, 
too. Once one has explicit expressions for the Fourier coefficients of CD, it is 
easy to evaluate D,(w), D,(o), D*(w), etc., straightforwardly, and then one 
will see what the result for general n looks like and how it can be proved. 
Instead of presenting this approach, which was our original one, we shall 
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show another way to compute D,(o). It is based on a certain factorization 
formula, which was found by Roth when investigating the finite section 
method for products of Toeplitz operators with piecewise continuous sym- 
bols. Once this formula has been established, the problem of determining 
D,(o) reduces itself to an almost trivial computation. 
Our first concern is the determination of the Fourier coefficients of the 
function (2.1). Note that o belongs to L’ if and only if Re(y + 6) > -1. 
LEMMA 2.1. ZfRe(y + 6) > -1 then the nth Fourier coefficient w, of the 
function 0 given by (2.1) is 
1 n ( > f(1 +y+6) on= -- t, T(y-n+l)ZJd+n+l) (2.2) 
where the right-hand side of (2.2) has to be set zero zf y - n + 1 or 6 + n + 1 
is a nonpositive integer. 
Proof Suppose first that neither y nor 6 is an integer. Choose an 
integer K such that - 1 < Re y + K < 0. Then Re 6 - K > - 1. Write w(t) as 
q(t) {(t)( - to/t)” with 
q(t)=(l -t/t())YtK, 5(t)= (1 -to/t)“-” (I4 = 1). 
The Fourier coefficients of 9 and r are 
qn=(‘:“) (--;I (n30), rj,=O (n<O); 
5-,= snK ( 1 ( -to)” (n 3 01, &=O (n>O). 
There exist p, q such that p>l,l/p+l/q=l,Rey+K> -l/p, 
Re 6 - K > -l/q. Consequently, rl E LP(U), 5 E Ly(%), and this ensures [26, 
IV, 8.71 that for n > 0 the nth Fourier coefficient of 95 is 
where (x),:=x(x+ l)...(x+j- 1). 
The sum in square brackets is nothing else than the hypergeometric 
series F(-y-K+n, - 6 + K; n + 1; 1 ), which converges just for 
Re(n+l-(-y-K+n)-(--S+K))=Re(y+h+l)>O 
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and has the sum 
(see [23, 14.111). From writing 
Y+K 
( > 
f(l+y+rc) 
n =T(n+l)T(y-n+rc+l)’ 
we obtain 
(yg),= 2 ‘! ! 1 
f(1 +y+6) 
t, f(y-n+fc+ l)r(b+n-lc+ 1)’ (2.3) 
Repeating these arguments we see that (2.3) also holds for n < 0. Finally, 
since 0, = ( -to)” (yt),, x, we arrive at (2.2). 
Now let y be an integer. Then 
Hence w, = 0 for n 3 y + 1 and w, = (l/t,)” (;‘Y,) for n d y, which coincides 
with (2.2) for 6 $ Z as well as for 6 E Z. The case where 6 is an integer can 
be treated analogously. The proof is complete. 
Now let CI be an arbitrary complex number. We denote by T(5,) and 
T(rlA respectively, the semi-infinite matrices whose ik entries 
(i, k = 0, 1, 2 ,...) are 
(T(SJ)rk = 0 if i>k+l, 
if i6 k, 
and 
(T(tl,)), = 0 if k>,i+ 1, 
=(Fvk) (-i)i” if kQi. 
Furthermore, set 
p’“’ = ( - 1)’ -1-U / ( > j 
and define M, as the diagonal matrix 
(2.4) 
(2.5) M II = diag(pg’, AL, PP),... ). 
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Finally, for complex numbers y, 6 satisfying Re(y + 6) > -1 we denote by 
T(w?,~) the matrix (~~-~)lcpk=~, where o, is given by (2.2). 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (S. Roth). Let y, 6 be any nonintegral complex numbers 
such that Re(y+6)> -1. Then 
T(?,) M,+d T(L) = ry,aMs Tb,,,) M,, (2.6) 
where &=f(l +y)T(l +S)/r(l +y+6). 
For y + 6 = 0 such a result was established by DuduEava for the first time 
ClOl. 
Proof: By computing the ik entry of both sides of (2.6) one sees that 
(2.6) will follow as soon as one has shown that 
for all i, k > 0. Without loss of generality assume i > k. Then i = k + m with 
m 2 0 and what we must prove is 
Let F(a, b; c; x) denote the hypergeometric function 
F(a,b;c;x)=l+ c /x. 
OD (u).(b)j j 
j=l j! tc)j 
A well-known formula of Gauss (see [23, 14.41) asserts that 
F(a,b;c;x)=(l-x)‘-“-bF(c-a,c-b;c;x). 
After putting a = y + 1, b = 6 + m + 1, c = m + 1 and multiplying both sides 
of this formula by (;) we get 
0 L F(y+1,6+m+l;m+l;x) 
= (1 -.)-l-,-a (;) F(-y+m, -6;m+ 1;~). 
580/63/2-4 
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Now expand both sides of this equality into a power series with respect o 
x. The coefficient of xk on the left-hand side is 
Taking into account that 
(1 -x)-‘-Y-“, f (-1)’ i=. (-‘7’“)” 
and 
F(-y+m, -&m+ l;x)= 
the coefficient of xk on the right-hand is seen to be 
and so the proof is complete. 
The expressions usually obtained for Toeplitz determinants with singular 
generating functions involve the Barnes G-function. This is the entire 
function defined by 
G(z + 1 ) = (24=/Z e ~ =(= + I’/2 - YE=‘/2 i, {( 1 +;)Yz+~ZQ~{ 
(y,=O.5777..., Euler’s constant). Its dominant role in our analysis follows 
from the identity G(z + 1) = T(z) G(z). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let y and 6 be any complex numbers such that 
Re(y + 6) > - 1 and define w by (2.1). Zf neither y nor 6 is a negative integer 
then for all n > 0, 
D,(o) = 
G(1 +y)G(l +s)G(n+2)G(n+2+7+6) 
G(1 +y+6) G(n+2+y)G(n+2+6)’ (2.7) 
whereas D,(o) = 0 for all n 2 0 if y or 6 is a negative integer. 
ProoJ First suppose y, 6 4 E. Denote by P, the semi-infinite diagonal 
matrix the ii entry of which is 1 if 0 6 id n and 0 if i> n + 1. Multiply (2.6) 
from the left and from the right by P, and observe that 
pn T(rly) = pnmy) p,, vt,) pn = pn T(<a) PH. 
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Thus, what results is 
=Ty,a.P,MgPn.P,T(w)P,.P,MyP, (2.8) 
and since det P, T(q,) P, = det P, T(ca) P, = 1, by taking the determinant 
of both sides of (2.8) we obtain 
From this, by virtue of the obvious equalities 
fi &‘= fi rta+j+ 1) G(n+2+a) 
j=O j=o~(l+~)~(j+1)=r”+1(1+~)G(l+~)G(n+2)’ 
we get (2.7) immediately. 
If y or 6 or both y and 6 are nonnegative integers, (2.7) is true with y and 
6 replaced by y + i.c and 6 + it (E > 0), respectively. On passing to the limit 
E + 0 we see that (2.7) holds for E = 0, too. 
Finally, let y = -m E { - 1, -2,...} be a negative integer. Then necessarily 
Re 6 >m - 1 20. Thus (2.7) is true with y = -m replaced by y + k= 
-m + ic (E > 0) and therefore 
D,(o) = lim 
G(l-m+i~)G(1+6)G(n+2)G(n+2-m+6+itz) 
&-+o G(l-m+ie+G) G(n+2-m+k) G(n+2+6) 
G(1+6) G(n+2) G(n+2-m+6) . G(l-m+k) = 
G(l-m+6) G(n+2+6) k! G(n+2-m+k)’ 
But as E -+ 0, 
G(l -m+k) 1 
G(n+2-m+ie)=T(n+l-m+ic)...I’(l-m+ic) -+ 0, 
which implies that D,(w) =0 for all n 20. Clearly, the same argument 
applies to the case where 6 is a negative integer. 
3. THE SPACES AND THE OPERATORS 
In what follows we shall work with Toeplitz operators on certain 
weighted Hz-spaces. The reasons are obvious: we have to use unbounded 
symbols, which do not generate bounded Toeplitz operators on the Hardy 
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space H2, and we are concerned with the case where the symbol has zeros 
on 8, which implies that the corresponding Toeplitz operator is not 
Fredholm (or even normally solvable) on H2. 
Let t, ,..., rR be pairwise distinct points on T and let - 1 < pL1 ,..., pLR < 1 be 
real numbers. We put g(t) = nP= 1 It - trlfiLr( I tI = 1) and denote by L2(a) the 
Hilbert space with the norm 
112 
Ml, = 
( 
IT IP(t o(t) 14) 
For kEE we set xk(t)=tk(JfJ=l) and define L?(o) and L:(a) as the 
closure in L’(o) of the linear hulls lin(X-,, xP2 ,... > and lin(Xo, x1, x2 ,... }, 
respectively. Then L2(a) can be shown to coincide with the direct sum 
L?(a) i L:(C) (see [lS]). We denote by P the projection of ,C2(a) onto 
L: (a) parallel to L2 (a) and put Q = I- P. The spaces L2( 1) and L: (1) 
will be simply denoted by L2 and L:, respectively. 
Next, assume we are given two such spaces L2(a,) and L2(a2), where 
u,(r)= fi )r-rrlUr, a,(t)= fi (r-t,lAr, 
r= I r=l 
and - 1~ ,ur, A, < 1 for all r. IffE L’(T) has the property that fq E L’(cT,) 
whenever cp E L’(o,), we define the operators M(f), T+(f), and T-(f) as 
follows: 
M(f): L2h) -+ L2b2), 'pc*fc 
T+(f):L:(d+ L:(~2), cPHP(fV)i 
Y(f):LZ(o,)+L2(uA cP++Q(fq). 
Given Hilbert spaces X and Y we denote by 9(X, Y) the space of boun- 
ded (linear) operators of X into Y. We abbreviate 9(X, X) to 2(X). Note 
that if M(f) E 2’(L2(o,), L2(a2)) then obviously T,(f) E S?(L2,(a,), 
L: (02)). 
Now let a be the function (1.1). For K any subset of {l,..., R}, we write 
o,(t)= n 1 -f 2U’(-t)(i’, 
rEK I I i- 
tK(t)= fl (1 -+)” 
rEK 
rK(f)= n (’ -t>“‘- 
rGK I 
Throughout the following we suppose that - f < Re u, < 3 for r = l,..., R. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let MvN={l,..., R} and MnN=@. Put either 
X= L2(p,p,) and Y= L2(pN), or let X= L’(p,,,) and Y= L2(pi1p,). Then 
and 
W5,) E 2(X Yh MG’) E z( Y, Xl, (3.1) 
T,(rM) E 3(X, 9 y, 1, T,(G) E a y* 9 Jf+ 1, (3.2) - 
M(5,) M(5,‘) = I,, WG,‘) M(t,w) = I,, (3.3) 
T+ (CM) LG’) = I,, 3 ~~(5,ii1) T&M)=zx,. (3.4) 
All assertions remain true if <,,, is replaced by qM. 
Proof: For definiteness, take X= L’(p,p,) and Y= L2(pN). Then, for 
rp E L2(PMP/v), 
=/Jc+~* fi ~l-t~/t~2R’“~~~exp{-21ma,arg(l-t,/t)} IdtJ 
r=l 
<exp{2n c Pm a,I) j I~12pM~N14 
,“GM T 
and this gives the first assertion of (3.1). The second can be proved 
analogously. (3.2) is an obvious consequence of (3.1). (3.3) is trivial. 
Finally, the identity PM([,) Q(p = 0 is easily checked for cp = xk, k E Z _, 
and extends to all q~ EL2 (P,,,,P~) because of the density of lin{ x ~, , x -2,... 1 
in LZ(pwpN). Therefore, for all $ EL: (pN), 
T, (5~) T+ (5,‘) II/ = + - PM(t,) QM(5,‘) Pti = 1(/ 
and this gives 7’+(<,) T+(<;‘) =ZL:CpNJ. The remaining assertions of (3.4) 
can be proved similarly. Finally, the above arguments also apply if t, is 
replaced by ye,+,. This completes the proof. 
Henceforth we write T(f) instead of T+(f). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let a begiven by (1.1) with bEC(T), b(t)#O (ItI = 1) 
and ind b = 0. Suppose the conditions (ii), (iv), (vi) are satisfied. Zf Mv N = 
{l,..., R} and Mn N= 0, then the operators 
T(w,b): L:(PMP,) -+ L:~,‘P,) 
and 
T(o,b): Ww~3 -+ L:~G’PN’) 
are bounded and (boundedly ) invertible. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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Proof: Put c(t)=b(t) nrEM (-t): ((tl = 1). Then the diagram 
WPi’PN) ’ 
T(w,d ) 
WPMPN) 
T(vM) T(h) 
I I 
WPN) + T(c) WPN) 
WC;‘) 
I T(C,v)W-)T(~;‘) I 
‘J-(~N) 
L: < L: 
is commutative. By Lemma 3.1, the vertical arrows represent bounded and 
invertible operators. But T([,,,) T(c) T(~z,‘) = T(S,cq,‘) and 
5N(t)c(f)vN’(f)=b(f) n t-0: n (-Qy, reM rEN 
which by virtue of (iv) and (vi) implies that the lowest horizontal arrow 
represents a bounded and invertible operator (see [ 12, 93). This 
immediately gives our assertion for the operator (3.5). The proof for the 
operator (3.6) is analogous. 
4. THE FINITE SECTION METHOD: LOCALIZATION 
Let X and x’ be Hilbert (or even Banach) spaces and let {P,} and { PL} 
be sequences of projections P,E T(X), P;E Y(Y) such that P, + I,, 
P:, + ZY strongly. Given an operator A E 9(X, X’) and a sequence {A,} of 
bounded operators A,: Im P, + Im P:, we write A E ZZ{A,; X, X’> if for 
every y E X’ there exists an n, = n,(y) such that the equations A,x, = Pi y 
have a unique solution x, E Im P, for all n > n, and if x, converges in the 
norm of X to a solution x E X of the equation Ax = y. If A, = P:, AP, and 
A E Z7{ PkAP,,; X, X’} then the finite section method is said to be applicable 
to A (on the pair of spaces X, xl). Finally, n (P, AP, ; X, X} will be 
abbreviated to ZZ{ P, AP,; X). 
Now put Q, = IX - P,, Qk = Zr - PA. The following fact, due to 
A. V. Kozak, can be advantageously used in investigating the finite section 
method. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let AE 9(X, X’) be invertible. Then P:,AP,: Im P, + 
Im PL is invertible ifand only if Q,, A - ‘QL : Im QL -+ Im Q, is so. Moreover, ij 
PL AP,: Im P, -+ Im PL is invertible for all n 2 n,, then 
sup II(P:,AP,)-‘P:,Ij < 00 
n 2 no 
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if and only if 
sup IlQnA-‘QT’Qnll < ~0. 
n 2 “0 
Proof This is immediate from the identity 
P,(P;AP,)-‘P:,=P,A-‘P:,-P,A-‘Q;(Q,A-’Q;)-’Q,A-’P;. 
If a(t) = JJF= 1 It - trlPr and - 1 < pL, < 1 for all r, then the projections P,, 
(n =O, 1,2 ,...) of L2(a) onto lin(XP.-,, x-, ,..., x,} parallel to 
clos lin{ xk: k $ [-n - 1, n] } are bounded. This follows from the identity 
P”(P=X-n-lP(Xn+l(P)-Xn+lP(X~n-l(P), cp E L%h 
and the boundedness of P. Thus the projections P, defined as P,, restricted 
to L:(a) belong to Y(L:(a)). Finally, put &=I-B,E dp(L2(a)) and 
Q, = I- P, E dp(L: (0)). Henceforth when writing H,, Q,, P,, Qn we 
always mean the projections just defined. 
Denote by alg T(L”) the smallest closed subalgebra of Y(L:) contain- 
ing all Toeplitz operators T(a) with symbol aELm( A question of great 
importance for what follows consists in deciding whether 
A E Z7{ P,AP,; L: > for certain (special) A E alg T(L”). We are now going 
to present an approach which seems us to be very advantageous in treating 
this question (see [20]). 
Let IV, (n = 0, 1, 2,...) denote the operator acting on L: by the rule 
w,: f jyl+ f f”&j (I4 = 1). 
j=O j=O 
Obviously, e = P,, W, P, = P, W,,, 1) W,,ll = 1. Denote by iJ the collection 
of all sequences {A,};=o of (bounded) operators A, : Im P, -+ Im P, such 
that sup, IIU’,Il,,L:, < ~0. On defining {A,} + (B,) = {A, + B,}, 
b%x&l~ = Ml&L and II(A =sup, IIA,P,II we make 5 become a 
Banach algebra with identity element. Next, denote by % c 5 the collection 
of all sequences {A,} such that there exist operators A, 2 E T(L:) with 
Anf’, + A, A,*P, + A*, 
A”, P, + A, Ji,*P, + A”* (A n := W,A, W,). 
Here and throughout the following -+ denotes strong convergence, whereas 
3 will denote norm (uniform) convergence; the asterisk refers to the (Her- 
mitian) adjoint operator. It is easily seen that Cu forms a closed subalgebra 
of 5. Finally, define J to be the collection of all sequences (A,} E 5 of the 
form 
A,=P,KP,+ W,LW,,+C,, 
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where K and L are compact operators on L:, and where {C,} E 5 
possesses the property that IICn(lPe(L;) +O (n + cc). The point is that J 
forms a closed two-sided ideal in 2I (cf. [20]). Thus, we may define the 
quotient algebra %I0 = 2X/J. For {A,} E 2X the coset of ‘%I0 containing {A,} 
will be denoted by {A,}‘. 
Finally, given a Banach algebra B with identity element we denote by 
GB the group of invertible elements of B. 
The following basic result was established by one of the authors in [20]: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A E -Y’(L: ) and suppose {P, AP,} E 2l. Then 
AE~{P,AP,; L:}oA, ~EGY(L:) and (P,AP,}“~G210. 
For aE L”(U) denote the “finite section” P, T(a) P,I Im P, of the 
Toeplitz operator T(a) by T,(a), and let d and a denote the functions 
defined as ii(t) = a( l/t) and Z(t) = a(t) (I tI = 1 ), respectively. Since 
T,*(a) = T,(Z) and W,T,,(a) W,= T,,(5), we deduce that {T,,(a)} ~‘3 for 
every a E L”(U). Moreover, it can be shown that actually {P, AP,} E ‘3I for 
every A E alg T(L” ) (see [ 183). In particular, {P, KP,} E 2I for every com- 
pact operator K. This, however, as well as the relation { W,KW,} E ‘3 for 
every compact operator K, can also be proved without difficulties 
straightforwardly. 
For A E alg T(L”) the operator A’ = s - lim, _ ~ W,, A W, can be deter- 
mined in the following way. Denote by T(L”) the linear set of all Toeplitz 
operators T(a)EY(L$) with QE LD(%), and define Q(L”) to be the 
quasicommutator ideal in alg T(L”), that is, the smallest closed two-sided 
ideal in alg T(L” ) containing all operators of the form T(ab) - T(a) T(b) 
with a, by L”(U). It can be proved that alg T(L”) decomposes into the 
direct sum of T(L”) and Q(L”) (see [18 or 8, 2.411): 
alg T(L”) = T(Lz’) i Q(L”). 
Let S denote the projection of alg T(Lm) onto T(L”) parallel to Q(L”). 
Then for every A~alg T(L”) one has A” = (S(A))“(see [18]). But S(A) is 
Toeplitz and so (S(A))” can be easily determined. In particular, if 
A=nJN=, T”$aj) with E,E{--I, l},aj~Lm(U), and T(aj)EGZ(L:) 
for si = -1, then A” = T(ny= 1 62). 
Theorem 4.2 reduces the problem of the applicability of the finite section 
method to the problem of the invertibility of a certain element in the 
Banach algebra ‘u’. The latter problem in turn can be studied by making 
use of local principles (see [20]). 
Let PC be the algebra of all piecewise continuous functions on % with at 
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most finitely many jumps. Suppose we are given two elements 
{A,}‘, {B,}‘E’U’ of the form 
lA.)“=iP, fi T”,(aj) Pn}“, 
j= 1 
{B.,}“={P,, fi T”,(bj) P-)“, 
j= 1 
where uj, bjE PC, EWE {- 1, l} (j= l,..., N) and where for sj = - 1 the inver- 
tibility of T(u,), T(b,) is part of the hypotheses. The elements {A,}’ and 
{B,,}’ are said to be locally equiualent at the point r E U iff 
a,j(7+O)=bj(7+0) (j = l,..., N). 
An element {A,}’ is called locally invertible at 7 E T iff there exists an 
element {B,}’ (of course, of the above form) having the following two 
properties: 
(a) {A,)’ and {B,}’ are locally equivalent at 7; 
(b) {B,}“~G210. 
THEOREM 4.3. An element (A,,}’ E G‘21° of the above form is invertible in 
91° if and only if it is locally invertible at each point 7 E T. 
Proof Notice the formula (see [25]) 
T,(ab) = T,(a) 7’,(b) + P,H(a) H(6) P, + W,H(Z) H(b) W,,. 
Here H(c), CE LcU(U), denotes the Hankel operator with symbol c; in the 
meanwhile you can think of H(c) as given by the matrix (c~+~+ ,),$=. with 
respect o the standard basis {x,,}~=~ of L: and with c, denoting the nth 
Fourier coefficient of c. As above, Z is given by c”(t) = c( l/t) (I t( = 1). 
Keeping in mind that formula and recalling how the ideal J of ‘% was 
defined the theorem can without difficulties be derived with the theory of 
[20]. The only new ingredients are the relations 
holding for every fo C(U). Since they are somewhat non-obvious, let us 
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indicate how to prove them. To avoid unessential complications, we only 
show that 
ipn Va) T’(b) Q, Rf) P,> E 3. 
Denote by I’,, (n E Z) the usual “shift operators” on Lf+ : V,, = T(x,,). Then 
Q,z= V,,+, V,I-l, Q, T(f) P, = Vn + 1 H(f) Wn 3 
and therefore 
P, T"(Q) p(b) Q,z r(f) f',, 
= p,, na) m) v,,, 1 ffm w,, 
= P, T”(a) P, F(b) v,, , H(f) W, + P, T’(a) Q, p(b) Vu+ 1 H(f) Wn 
= W,C( w,, Vu) W,J wn F(b) vn + 1) W)l w,, 
+ wMC(w,na) K,+W-,,-J6@) Vn+,)Wf)l wn. 
In [18] it was shown that 
w, T”(u) w,, + T(Z), w, F(b) v,, I + fm, 
w,na) v,,+, -+ ma v-n- I mw vn, I + T(bS) 
(strongly) and since H(f) is compact forfe C(U), we get 
( wn T”(a) W,)( wn F(b) v,, 1) w-) 3 T(W ff(b”d) w”), 
(wnna) Vn+d(V-,r-J”;(b) V,+,)H(f)=:H(d”)T(b”)H(f) 
(uniformly). Hence 
= w,, T(Z) H(b) H(f) w,, + W,H(iT) T(P) H(f) w,, + c, 
with C, =: 0 as n + co, and this implies our assertion. 
The following theorem is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.4. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2 we have 
~(w,~)~~(Pn~(~Mb) p”;L:(PhfPN), cL(P,‘PN)l 
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and 
Proof We only show the first assertion; the second can be proved 
analogously. 
Recall how wK, pK, tK, ylK were defined in Section 3. For Kc {l,..., R} 
we still set 
IC/K(t)= n (-t);:Y (PK(f) = n (-QT. 
rtK r‘ZK 
Then 
OM = <MvM(PM? VM = <M(PMM, 5M = ylh4~if1. 
By Proposition 3.2, the operator T(o,b) is bounded and invertible from 
L:(p,p,) onto L:(p;‘p,). Thus, Lemma 4.1 can be applied and so it 
remains to show that 
QnT-lhd) Qn: Q,L:(P,‘PN) --+ Q,,L:(PMPN) 
is invertible for all suffkiently large n and that the norms of the inverses are 
uniformly bounded. We have 
Q,, T- ‘(o,b) Qn 
= QnT(v,‘) T-‘(cp,b) T(5,‘) Q, 
= Qn VC,‘) r($,‘) T-‘(V,b) T($M) T(?,‘) Qn 
=Q,,i”(t,‘) QJWiil, T-‘(V,b) T($M) Q,~(YI,G’) Q,. 
Accompanying this with the commutative diagram 
WPMP/v) 4 
T- ‘(rn~h) 
L:(P,‘PhJ) 
one sees the pair of spaces on which each occuring operator is to be con- 
sidered. Due to Lemma 3.1 and since Qn +O strongly on L:(p,p,), 
L: (pN), L: (p;‘p,), the operators 
Q,T(t,‘) Qn: QnL:(p,v) + Q,L:(PMP,), 
QnT(rl,‘) Q,: Q,L:(P,‘P,) -+ Q,L:(p,) 
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are invertible for all n 2 0 and the norms of their inverses are uniformly 
bounded. Hence we are left with the operator 
Now continue the diagram downwards: 
Again by Lemma 3.1 and the strong convergence of Qn we deduce that it 
suffkes to show that 
is invertible for all n large enough and that the norms of the inverses are 
uniformly bounded. But 
(we renounce to draw the corresponding diagram), and the three operators 
in the last row are bounded and invertible on L$ Thus, once again apply- 
ing Lemma 4.1, the invertibility and uniform boundedness of the norms of 
the inverses of Q,.4Q,,: Q,,L: + Q,L : for suffkiently large n is seen to be 
equivalent to the relation A ~ ’ E Z7{ P, A - ‘P, ; L< }. 
Since (A-‘)“= T(~~~,,,,cJ~@EGY(L$), in order to show that the finite 
section method on L: is applicable to A-l, it remains in view of 
Theorem 4.2 to prove that {P,A ‘P,,}‘E GYI’. This will be done on the 
basis of Theorem 4.3. 
If JET does not coincide with a point t, such that YE M, then 
{ P,A ~ 'P,}' is at r locally equivalent to 
IL,‘(t) cpA4(t) b(t) hf(w,w’fG’) T(II/,‘) W’h?) pn>” 
= vdt) WRW$,‘) PJO. 
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Since due to Lemma 4.1, T-‘(ICI,‘)EJI{P,T-‘(ICIN~) P,; L: }, we get by 
the necessity part of Theorem 4.2 the local invertibility of { P,A -‘P,}’ 
at t. 
Now assume that r = t, for some TE M. Then (P,A -‘P,,}’ is at t locally 
equivalent to a nonzero multiple of 
{PJ-I[(-t);;] T[(-t)?] T--‘[(-t),“q P,jO. 
The applicability of the finite section method to 
r-‘[( -t)y] T[( - t)t] T’[( - t),“q 
will be proved in the next section. Again by the necessity portion of 
Theorem 4.2, this then implies the local invertibility of { P,A-lP,}o at 
r = t, and so completes the proof. 
5. THE FINITE SECTION METHOD FOR THE LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE 
This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. If -t<Rea<+, -t<Re/?<t, and 
with q,,(t) := (-t&, then A E Z7(P,AP,; L: }. 
Notice that no theorem on the finite section method can be directly 
applied to prove this result. The first idea one could have consists in trying 
to show that A is of the form c(Z+ S) + K, where c is a nonzero constant, S 
an operator with a norm less than 1, and K a compact operator. Then 
kI7{P,AP,; L:} ( see [12, II, Sect. 51). Such a representation on its 
hand would follow if it had been shown that the set 
where cp,,(t,p)=(l-p)qy(t-O)+pq&t+O), is completely contained in 
an open half-plane {[E @: Re(c[) > 0} with some c E C, c # 0 (see [ 14, 91). 
Unfortunately, there are a, 8, - f < Re a, Re j? < 4, such that S,, is not con- 
tained in any one of those half-planes. However, this argument applies to 
some values a, /I. For instance, if Re a = 0 or Re /I= 0 then simple 
geometrical considerations how that S,, belongs to such a half-plane and 
therefore we may henceforth restrict ourselves to the case where 0 < IRe al, 
(Re/?l ~4. 
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For this case the problem is unexpectedly difficult-we, at any rate, have 
not been able to find a satisfactorily simple proof. The only hopeful way we 
saw was to extend some methods developed by Verbickii [22] in studying 
the finite section method for the powers l”k(cp,). We are extremely grateful 
to S. Roth for his encouraging assistance in solving the problem in this 
way. A major part of what follows in this section is due to him. 
For the remainder of this section it will be advantageous to consider the 
operators on I2 = L2(Z + ) instead on Lt. Moreover, we shall not make a 
distinction between an operator on I2 and its matrix representation with 
respect to the standard basis of 12. In particular, we think of the Toeplitz 
operator Y(a) as given by the matrix (aiPk),2,,. So r(a) also makes sense 
for unbounded L’-functions, although then r(a) # Y(I’). 
LEMMA 5.2 [lo]. [L,for all k,j~.Z+, 
lb,1 <c(j+$)--7 lk-j+fl-c-’ 
or 
with 0 < y < f and some constant c that does not depend on k and j, then 
(bik),T= 0 defines a bounded operator on 12. 
Recall (2.4) and (2.5) for the definition of pji’) and M,. Furthermore, let 
M): ’ = diag( l/&j, l/p\‘) ,... ). 
LEMMA 5.3 [ 10, 221. Zf - 1 < Re y < 1 then, for all n B 0, 
c-‘(n + t)“” < lpt)l < c(n + $)Rey, 
where c does not depend on n. I” 0 < Re y d 6 < 1 and k <j then 
where c does not depend on k and j. 
Now, for Re y > - 1, define 
5)‘(t) = (1 - to/t)‘, v,(t) = (1 - t/toY 
(recall Sect. l(v)). Then ‘py=cPyqY if -i<Rey<i. 
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LEMMA 5.4 (see also [22]). If 0 < Re y < t then the following operators 
are bounded on 12: 
Proof: Let us, for example, prove the assertion for the first and for the 
last operator. 
.We have M-, r(t-,) = Z+ B, where thejk entry bjk of B is zero for k <j 
and 
bjk=pL!-q-tO)k-j 
J 
=~~--')(-to)k-j(k-j)-'(-l)k-jyI*~~j-l 
for k 2 j+ 1. Lemma 5.3 gives 
lbjkl <c’Iyl(k- j)-’ (j++)-Rey(k-j-$)Rey 
~c,(j+~)-R"y(k-j+t)Rey-', 
and now Lemma 5.2 implies that B is bounded. 
The jk entry djk of D = A41i T(uy) - T(q,) AI:: is zero for j< k and 
for j< k+ 1. Choose a real number 6 such that O< Re y < 6 < 1 and 
0 < 6 - Re y < 4. From Lemma 5.3 we get 
ldikl <c’lyl(j-k)-’ (j-k-+)-R’Y(j-k++)d(k+f)Rer-’ 
<c2(k++)R”y-- (j-k+$)“-RW 
and so Lemma 5.2 yields the boundedness of D. 
LEMMA 5.5. For 0 < Re y < t the operators 
T(q) wl: T(rl-,) K,, K,T(5-,) MI-: nc,) 
are bounded on 1’. 
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Proof: Note that 
and apply Lemma 5.4. Similarly for the second operator. 
LEMMA 5.6. If O<Rea<i andO<Reb<+J then 
(a) A4~~MB_.M~’ is bounded on 1’; 
(b) there exists a constant c E @ such that 
E= M:;I%-~~M-;- cM~~M,-,M~’ 
is compact on 12; 
(c) there exists a constant dE @ such that 
F= T(qJ MI:(Z-dM-.M,+,M,‘) 
is compact on 12; 
(d) H= T(q,) M,+pMp’T(q-X) AL, is bounded on 1’. 
Proof: (a) This immediately follows from Lemma 5.3. 
(b) We have E = diag(e,) with 
en = p~-‘~,/(p~-qp)) _ +y- “‘/(/ppIp’) 
=,o, (1-Za/j)(l -a/j-‘-c fi (1 +(fi-a)/j)(l -a/j-’ (1 +p/j)-’ 
j= I 
=ifJ, (1 -a21(j-a12)-c fi (1 +aP/((j-a)(j+B))). 
j= 1 
Thus, E becomes compact for 
c= f (l-a*/(j-or)=) fi (1 +a/I/((j-a)(j+p)))-‘. 
j=l j=l 
(c) Write G= I- dMp,M,+flM;l. Then F= T(v,) M:iG and 
G = diag( g,) with 
g,= 1 -dph-*)pff+fl)/p!,p)= 1 -d fi (1 -(a/?+a=)/(j(j-fi))). 
j= I 
Put d=nyF1 (1 -(afi+a’)/(j(j-b)))-‘. Then 
Id = 1 -J=c+l (1 -(.B+a*)/(i(i-P)))-‘l 
<Cl ( > 
n+l -’ 
2 (5.1) 
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with some constant c, that does not depend on n. The jk entry of F is zero 
for j< k, is fkk = gk/pi-a) for j= k and is 
= (-a) tgkpj~g)- l(j- k)-’ gk/&“) 
for j > k + 1. From (5.1) and Lemma 5.3 we deduce 
lfkkl < cz(k + f)Rex- ‘, 
Ifjkl ~c~(j-k+$)-‘~~~’ (k+f)Rez-‘. 
Thus 
j,;. ‘fik’ 
2<c4 f @R--l) f (j-k)-2(1+Rea)< a, 
k=O J=k+ I 
since 0 < Re 01< 4. This shows that F is Hiibert-Schmidt and therefore 
compact. 
(d) We have 
and the first item is bounded due to (c) and Lemma 5.4, while the second is 
so by Lemma 5.5. 
LEMMA 5.7. Zf 0 < Re y < t then 
sup llMJI5,) QJK,) M&+)< 00. n 
Proof: Using the factorization cp --y = 5,~ --y we get 
M, T(5,) e, n5-y) MY l 
=MJlcp-,I T(q) QJb-,W,’ 
=Wlrp-,) QJ’(rl,) Q,J(L,I QMy’ 
=MJ’(cp-,)(QJlcp-,I en)-’ QnM,’ 
= CM,Tk-,) M,‘ICM,Qn(QJ(cp~,) Q,)~‘QM,‘l 
580.63/2-S 
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Now denote by 12,’ the weighted I*-space whose norm is 
I&=( f Ix,~2(n+l)2”)“2. 
fl=O 
Observe that by virtue of Lemma 5.3 M, can be viewed as an isomorphism 
of 12yRey onto Z*. Since T(cp-,) E Z(P’) if -f< A < 1 (cf. [21, Lemma lo]), 
we deduce the boundedness of My T(cp -?) M; l on I*. Furthermore, 
WIM,Qn(QJ(cp-,I Q,,-’ Qn~,‘lLz~,~~< 0 
*sup IICQ, T(cp-,I QX’ Qnll~(/~.~eq < ~0 
OT-‘(cp~y)E17{P,T~‘(cp~y)P,;12,Rey} 
with the last equivalence following from Lemma 4.1. Proposition 2.2 now 
gives 
Thus 
T--k,)= T(v],) T(~~,)=r,,-,M-,T(cp,)M,. 
But the applicability of the finite section method to T(cp,) on 1’ is well 
known (see [12]). The proof is complete. 
Before proceeding we remember once more the formula stated in 
Proposition 2.2: 
T(vy) My+;, T(b) = ry,aM, T(5ayly) My. (5.2) 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Set B= T(cpp) Tpl(cppz) Tp’(q,). Then A-B is 
compact, and consequently it remains to show that BE i7{P,BP,; I”}. 
Without loss of generality assume 0 < Re c1< 4 (again note that Tp ‘(cp-,) 
and Tp’(cp,) commute modulo compact operators) and 0 < Re /I < 4 
(otherwise consider the adjoint operator). 
Taking into account the factorizations cp pa = r,s --cL, cpr = 5 -,q, and 
applying (5.2) we obtain 
B= T((P& T-‘(cp-,I T-‘(cpm) 
= T(cps) T(v,) T(L) T(v-a) T(L) 
= r;,-, T((P~) T(v,) MI:T(LJ M--2rrT(5-a) Mz:T(L) 
= PA,-, T(rp,d T(rlol) MI: T(rl-a) M-,&f,’ 
x CM-, T(5 -,I MI: T(5Jl. 
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By virtue of Lemma 5.5, the operator in square brackets is bounded. With 
the operators E and F defined in Lemma 5.6 we have 
T(k) wx?-.I M-*,wI:-cdm,) K+,M,‘W-J h&.M,’ 
= CT(rl,) M7:T(1-,) M-,1 E+cFCT(?-,) fKlCMIp4p-.M~q. 
Due to Lemmas 5.4-5.6 the operators in square brackets are bounded, 
while E and Fare compact if only c and d are appropriately chosen. Thus, 
denoting by C the operator 
what we have shown is that B - rp ’ _ a, -.cdC is compact. Therefore it 
remains to prove that CE ZZ{P,CP,; I’}. 
A few application of (5.2) gives 
Wp) T(?,) Mr+p Mg’T(q-.) M,-.M,’ 
= r&q?mp) T(5-8) ~g’wd K+pMplT(L) q5-.Mp1 
=~r~,,~,,,~$J(rl~) T(rlJ KT&?) q?T(?-*) q-.ql 
= rz ;./3 rp,a rp, ~ II ~~t,m,) T(?,)M,T(r-.)M-.T(5-p)MB1. 
Hence C = r:$,BrB,aTp,-aD, where 
D=M:;T(rld T(?,) M,T(v-.) M-,T(5-& Ma’ 
x CM-, T(L) MI: qt,)l, 
and we are left with the proof of the fact that D E 17{Pn DP,; 12}. 
On account of Lemma 4.1 we consider 
(Q,D-lQn,-‘Q,=M_~T(rlB) T(rln)M,T(q-.) AL, 
xQnT(LD) M,‘K,T(L) M::T(t,) 
= CKjJ(?~) m,w,'l 
x W/m,) wL%)MaT(?-.)M-,) 
xQ,T(~-,)M,'M-.T(~-,)MI~T(S,). 
The term in braces equals 
ri: mm) ~~~~ T&d T(?-J M-E 
=rj&ytJ’kd M,+,M,‘W-J Mp-J’(tB) 
=r~,lr,‘.HM_~MB-.T(rS), 
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where H is defined as in Lemma 5.6. Thus 
Now, H is bounded due to Lemma 56(d), the second factor in brackets is 
bounded because of Lemma 5.6(a), the third is uniformly bounded by vir- 
tue of Lemma 5.7, and the boundedness of the fourth was shown in 
Lemma 5.5. From (5.2) the first factor in brackets is seen to be 
r-p,p T(< -a) T(rlp) = r- p,p T(cpa) and is therefore bounded, too. The proof 
is complete. 
6. THE DETERMINANTS: SEPARATION 
In the following it will several times be advantageous to write f, PfP, 
Q/Q instead of M(f), T+(f), T I, respectively. Given two spaces 
L’(a), L2(a’), where a(t) = a:=, It - trlPc,, o’(t) = flf=, It - trlir, - 1 <p,, 
A, < 1 for all r, we also consider the so-called Hankel operators 
PfQ: LT. (a) + L: (a’), efP: L:(o) + LZ(0’). 
We still introduce the operators R, and S, (n 30): 
R, : Lz (a) + L: (a), kg, cp-ktpk++ lf L+,-diy 
,=o 
n+ I
s,: L:(o)+ L?(o), f qit’t, c ‘Pn-k+lf-k. 
,=o k=l 
Note that R, and S, are bounded if - 1 < pr < 1 for all r. The following 
identities can be verified straightforwardly: 
S,JL = &Q,, R,S,=P,P, (6.1) 
S, WPR,, = p, Q,fQ p,, R,QfQS,=~,,pfp~n, (6.2) 
~,,9fQk=U?fPV-,,~ 1, c!,PfPR= V,,+IPfPSn, (6.3) 
where, for m E Z, if,,, = T, (x,) = Px, P. 
The separation technique developed in [2 and 63 is based on theorems 
of the following type: 
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Let a, b E L”(T), suppose PaQbP and QaPbQ are trace class operators 
on L: and LZ, respectively, and assume T(a) E Z7{ P, T(a) P,; L: > and 
T(b)Efl{P,T(b) P,; L:}. Then 
D,(ab) 
nl!!! D,(a) D,,(b) 
= F(a, b) F(d, b”), 
where F(a, b) and F(ii, 6) are some completely determined nonzero con- 
stants. 
The results obtained in Section 4 enable us to extend such theorems to 
the situation considered in this paper. 
Given Hilbert spaces X and Y denote by U,(X, Y) the Banach space of 
all trace class operators from X into Y, endowed with the usual trace norm 
II.11 I (see [ 133). For an operator A of the form A = I+ K, where 
KE%~(X, X), the determinant det,(Z+ K) can be defined (cf. [13]). Note 
that the Hankel operator PfQ belongs to %?,(LY , L: ) if and only if POE Bf , 
where B: denotes the Besov class of all functionsfon T such that 
II 
l i Y 
-2 R If(e ir+iY)+f(eix-iY )-2f(e”)l dxdy<co. 
x --k 
Analogously, Qj-P E %?I (L: , L2 ) if and only if WE Bi. The latter results are 
due to Peller [17]. 
A function f is said to be locally in B: at a point z E T if there exist a 
neighborhood U c U of z and a function h E B: such that f 1 U = hi U. In [ 8, 
2.261 we proved that PfQgPE %?,(L: , L:) and QfPgQ E %?,(Lt , LZ ) if 
f, g E L”(T) and if for each point r E T at least one of the functions f and g 
is locally in Bi at r. 
Now, for a subset Kc {l,..., R}, let OK, PK, <K, v],, +K,-(PK be defined as 
in the Sections 3 and 4. Throughout the following we assume that (ii), (iv), 
and (vi) are satisfied. Finally, put p = pi ,,,.,, R). 
LEMMA 6.1. Let b belong to L”(U) and suppose b is locally in Bi at all 
points t, ,..., t,. Then ij”MuN={l,..., R} andMnN=@, 
PO,cIQo~bPE~,(L:(p),LZ+(p-l)) 
ProoJ: Let us prove the first assertion; the second can be verified analo- 
gously. Set A = Pw,Qw,bP and B = P<, ‘tM PqM$,+,Q$; ‘cp,bPq,q,‘P. 
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Then the following diagram of bounded operators is commutative (cf. 
Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2): 
Thus it remains to show that BE Ce,(L: , L:). In view of the identities 
R,'5~P~,lcl,Q = J'~,h,QS,'S,Q~ 
Q~,'~.wbf'wtiP= QrNv.ii'Q+i%dP 
we get 
B= P~,rl/,Qr,'S,Q~,rlw'Q~~'~~bP 
=P~,lCl,Q(Q?,'r,~,~,'Q,-'Q~,'~,bP 
=~~~.,Q(Q~C/M~,'Q)-~ Q+i'vdP. 
But 
(Q~CI,,AGQ)-' Q-(Qh,Q)-' (Qti,'Q)-' QE'%(LZ,L:), 
since tj,+, and $, ’ have no common discontinuities [Z, 8, 2.261. Therefore, 
up to a trace class operator, B equals 
hwh,Q(QhQ)-' (Q+,lQ)-' Q$i'v.dP 
= CPV~PI(/MQ(QII/MQ)-' Q+f'v~Ql 
x UQV~~%-~ Qll/;'&df'+ Q'pdPl. (6.4) 
NOW, the obvious identities 
Pf-'QfQ+Pf-'PfQ=O, QfQf-'P+QfPf-'P=O 
imply, respectively, that 
PfQ(QfQ)-'Q= -(Pf-'P)-'Pf-'Q, 
(wQ)-'QfP= -Qf-'P(Pf-'P)-'P. 
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Hence (6.4) becomes 
C-~‘~,W’~G’W’ W,‘Q + Pv,Ql 
x C - QvhJVhJT1 PvivbP + Q’pidpl. 
The operator now obtained is easily seen to be in %?i(L:, L:). Indeed, after 
multiplying out the brackets four items arise and each of them involves 
only bounded operators and one of the products P$G’Q$~P, 
P$,‘Qcp,bP, Pq,,,Qij,P, PqMQ(pNbP; but the latter products are known 
to belong to G+$(L:, L:) (see [2, 8, 2.261). 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Suppose the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2 are satisfied. 
In addition, assume b is locally in Bj at all points t, ,..., t,. Then 
(a) the multiplicative quasicommutators 
and 
MQ+(wm coNb) := (Pw,bP)-’ (Po,P))’ Po,w,bP 
MQ-(w,wv wd) := (QwdQ)-’ (Qw,wQ)-’ Qw,w,dQ 
are in I+W1(L:(p), L:(p)) and I+W1(L2(p), L?(p)), respectiuely; 
(b) Dn(wM) # 0 and D,(w,b) # 0 for all sufficiently large n; 
(cl one has 
Dn(w,w,b) 
.‘%c Dn(wM) D,(w,b) 
= d%:cpj MQ+(wMl, wNb)-detL:c,, Me-to,,,, w,b). 
Proof (a) Note that 
MQ+(w.m w,b)= P+ (Pw,bP)-’ (Po,P)-’ Po,Qw,bP 
and apply Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 6.1; equally for A4Qp(wM, wnb). 
(b) Immediate from Theorem 4.4. 
(c) By Theorem 4.4 
Po,w,bP~II(P,Pw,w,bPP,; L:(p), L:(p-‘)} 
and since A :=Pw,Pw,bP is invertible from L:(p) onto L:(p-‘) 
(Proposition 3.2) and differs from Pw,w,bP only by the compact 
operator K:= Pw,Qw,bP (Lemma 6.1), we see that 
(6.5) 
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(cf. [12, II, Sect. 31). Thus P,AP,: Im P, -+ Im P, is invertible for all suf- 
ficiently large n and we have 
P, T(o,o,h) P, = P,AP, + P,KP, 
= P,AP,{Z+ (P,AP,)-’ P,KP,}. (6.6) 
(6.5) implies that (P,AP,)-’ P,f for every f E L:(p-‘) converges in the 
norm of L:(p) to A-‘f E L:(p), and Lemma 6.1 shows that 
Kcg’(L:(p), L:(p-I)). Therefore (P,AP,)-’ P,KP, converges in the 
norm of V,(L:(p), L!+(p)) to AplK=MQ+(w,, w,b)-I (see [25]). 
Hence, by taking the determinant of both sides of (6.6) and passing to the 
limit n -+ co we arrive at 
. ~n(~M~!vb) = det 
!!!! det P, AP,, L:(P) MQ+(w,, o,d). 
Next, taking into consideration (6.1)-(6.3) we have 
P,AP, = P, Pw, Po,bPP, 
= P,(Po,P) P,(Po,bP) P,+ P,(Po,P) Q,(Po,bP) P, 
=R,C(P,Qo,Qpn)(P,Qo,bQP,) 
+ (~,Q~,WdQ~,)l &. (6.7) 
From Theorem 4.4 we deduce that 
B := Qo,bQ E ZI{~,Qo,bQP,,; L?(p), L?(p,‘p,)}, 
C := Qo,Q E Z7{P,QcoMQijn; L?(p,‘pJ, L:(P+)}, 
and Lemma 6.1 shows that 
L :=Qco~Po,bQ~V,(LZ(p), L2(p-‘)). 
Thus, as above we obtain from (6.7) 
(det P,AP,)(det R,)-’ (det PnCp,))’ (det pnBP,)-’ (det S,))’ 
=det{Z+ (p,Bp,,-l (~,C~,)-’ p,LP,} 
+det,z,,,{l+ B-‘Cm’L} 
= detL2 (p, MQ_(o,, w,,,b). (6.8) 
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But det R, = det S, = ( - 1)” and det H, QJQH,, = D,(f), consequently, (6.8) 
gives 
det P,AP, 
The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let a be the function (1.1) and suppose that (ii), (iv), 
(vi) are satisfied. Zf b is continuous, b(t) # 0 for t E T, ind b = 0, and if b is 
locally in B: at all points t, ,..., t,, then 
D,(a)-E(a) n4 D,(b) (n + a), 
where q = Cf=, (a3 - /If) and E(a) is some nonzero constant. 
Proof Write 0, = o{,). Then Proposition 6.2 gives 
D,(a)-L(a) Dn(ol)...Dn(wR) D,(b) (n-,4 
with some nonzero constant E,(a). It remains to apply Corollary 2.3 and 
to notice that 
G(n) G(n + Y + d),nys 
G(n + y) G(n + 6) 
(n + a), (6.9) 
which completes the proof. 
We shall now identify the constant E(a) for the case where b belongs to 
B: globally, and not only locally at the points tl,..., t,. If be Bi then the 
Fourier series of b is absolutely convergent (see [S, 6.491). Consequently, if 
b does not vanish on T and has winding number zero, then b possesses a
Wiener-Hopf factorization b = b _ b + , where 
b - = exp(Q log b), b + = exp(P log 6). 
Now, for T;‘(g) T;‘(f) T,(fg)-ZE%,(L:, L$) define - 
f’df, 8) = det,; T;‘(g) T;‘(f) T,(fg) 
and for T;‘(f) T;‘(g) T,(f) T,k)-ZGV& L’,) put 
UL g) = deb; T;‘(f) T;‘(g) T,(f) T,(g). 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Zf b E B: , b(t) # 0 (1 tJ = 1 ), and ind b = 0, then 
det +,) MQ+(uw, wd) = 
E+(b- 3 pi+,) F+(II/,‘, GN)F+(vM, (PN) 
E+(b- > $,‘) J’+(+,‘, (PN) F+(PM, +N) 
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Proof. Let us verify the first equality. We set det := detL:CPj and 
T(f) := T+(f). It results from [2, 61 that all determinants occuring in the 
following are well defined. We have 
det T-‘(o,b) Tpl(w,) T(o,w,b) 
=det T-‘(SNrNcpNW T-1(5MvM~MM) T(C VI cp t ? cp MMMNNN b) 
=det[T(~i’) Tpl(~Nb) T(t,~l) T(v,G’) 
X T-‘(cPM) T(5N) T(YMvN~) T(vMu)?N)I (6.10) 
and since T-‘(cp,) T(<,) = T(qN) T-‘(cp,$,), (6.10) is equal to 
det[T(vli’) T-‘(vNb) T(5i’) T(u,G’) T(vN) 
x Tpl(~,+tIc/~) T(VMVN~) T(v,vN)I. 
Because 
T-‘(cpNb) T(~,G’) T(u,G’) T(~IN)=T~‘(PN~) T( ,G’) T(IC/N$G~) 
= T(v~,G') T-'($,G'vN~) T(tiNti.~'L 
the above becomes 
det[:T(?i’rl;‘) T-l($~l~~b) T($N+,G') 
X Tpl(~,rCIN) T(vM(PN~) T(v,wvN)I 
=det,: T-‘($,G’v,v~) T(IC/NIC/G~) T-‘((P,v$N) T(vM~PN~). (6.11) 
For the last step note that by virtue of Lemma 3.1 the operator T(q,+,qN): 
L:(p) + L: is invertible and that its inverse is T(;‘q&‘). We now change 
the notation and use det to refer to det,:. Then (6.11) equals 
det[T-‘(b+) T-‘(J/,&‘cp,) T-‘(h) T($&G~) 
X Tel(~M$N) T(b-) T((P,w(PN) T(b+)l 
=det T-‘($,‘cp,) T-‘(h) T($;‘qN) T(k) 
xdet[T-‘(b-) Tpl(ll/,‘qN) T($N$;l) 
X T-‘((PM+N) T(CPMCPN) T(b- )I 
x&t T-‘(b-) T-‘(co.wv,v) T(b-) T(~PM~PN). 
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The middle determinant is 
Furthermore, 
det T-‘($ilqN) TP’(b-) T($;‘PN) T(b-) 
= l/det T-‘(b-) T-‘($,‘cp,) T(b-) T(~~,&‘vN) 
= l/E+(b_, $,‘cp,) = l/(E+(b- 7 II/,‘) E+(b- 7 (PN)) 
(see [2 or 8, 6.451 for the last step) and, analogously, 
det T-‘(L) T-‘(cp,cp,) T(b- 1 T(cpMcpN) 
=E+(b-, rp,wv,v)=E+(b-> cp,w)E+(b-3 (PN). 
This completes the proof. 
Now we can state the main result of the paper. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let a be gioen by (1.1 ), suppose b E Bi , b(t) # 0 for t E T, 
ind b = 0, and let the conditions (ii), (iv), (vi) be fuljXed. Then as n -P ol) 
D,(a)-G(b)“+’ E(b) ny fi b-(t,)-(‘+fBr) 
r=l 
rfll b+(t,)-(ar-Br) 
R 
x n %+Lm-L% 
r=l 
,,;,, (I-!$‘“‘““““‘, 
where G a, + /Jr,@ - 8, = G( 1 + a, + /?,) G( 1 + a, - /?,)/G( 1 + 2a,) with G(z) the 
Barnes G function, and 
b - = exp( Q log b), 
G(b) = exp(log b),, 
6, = exp(P log b)/exp(log b),, 
E(b) = exp f k(log b)k (log b)-k, 
k=l 
q=(af--/It)+ ... +(a~--~~). 
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Proof. Propositions 6.2 and 6.4 give 
where cp= vi1 .._., Rly $ =+I~ ,..., ROT o=ql,_.., RJ. 
The classical Szegij limit theorem implies that D,(b)-G(h)“+ ’ E(b). In 
[2, 6, or see S] it was shown that 
E+(b-,cp)E-(h+,cp)l(E+(h-,~-‘)E~(b+,~)) 
= fi E+(b-,cp,)E-(b+,cp,) = f, ~-.k-“r~+(~J”r 
r=, E+(h-, ti,-‘)E-@+, $,I r=, h-(trYrh+(fr)“’ ’ 
where c~~=c~~~~,$~=+~~~. Multiple application of Proposition 6.2 gives 
where 
A, = det,:,,, MQ+(w a,+ I ‘..~R).det&,,) MQ-(w-, or+ I 
Again from [2, 6, or also 81 it follows that 
F, (6$r>,,fi+, (-d+~+,(l-;)p.;.. 
I 
(-1)~;,,4,(--1):]=,~~+,(l-~)il.;l. 
. . 
. coR). 
Using this and Proposition 6.4 we obtain after an elementary computation 
that 
Finally, taking into consideration Corollary 2.3 and (6.9) we get 
which completes the proof. 
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